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HIGH COURT FORM NO.(J) 2. 
HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT / CASE 

District : Sonitpur  
 
IN THE COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE AT TEZPUR. 
 
Present :  Sri P.C. Kalita 
  Civil Judge,  

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 
    Thursday, the 18th day of June, 2015 
 
   Title Suit NO. 12 of 2008 
 
 Sri Kumud Bordoloi 
 Son of Late Purnakanta Sharma Bordoloi 
 Resident of Kochgaon 
 Mouza - Sakamatha 
 District Sonitpur (Assam) 
 
 Presently residing at  -  
 Tezpur College Road 
 Mouza - Mahabhairab 
 District Sonitpur (Assam)   .......... Plaintiff(s) 
        Petitioner(s) 
    -VERSUS – 
 
1.  Smt. Dipali Baruah Bordoloi 
 Wife of Late Khagen Bordoloi 
     
2.  Sri Drawn  Bordoloi  
 Son of Late Khagen Bordoloi 
     
3.  Smt. Dona Bordoloi 
 Daughter of Late Khagen Bordoloi 
 
 All residents of Kochgaon 
 Mouza - Sakamatha 
 District Sonitpur (Assam) 
 
 ( Defendant No.2 and 3 being minors, represented by their mother 
 Smt. Dipali Boruah Bordoloi, defendant No.1)  
       ........ Defendant(s). 
          Opposite Party 
1.  Smt. Mina Gogoi Bordoloi 
 Wife of Late Bhaben Bordoloi 
 
2.  Smt. Poojashree Bordoloi 
 Daughter of Late Bhaben Bordoloi 
 (represented by Proforma defendant No.1, mother) 
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for

  

for

  

3.  Smt. Padma Devi 
 Wife of Late Haren Sharma 
 Resident of Kumoi Kacharigaon 
 PO- Jagi Bhakatgaon 
 Dist – Marigaon, Assam 
 
4.  Sri Deba Baruah 
 Son of  - name not known 
 Resident of Madhyam Khanda 
 PO- North Guwahati 
 Guwahati, Assam 
 
5.  Smt. Kunja Bordoloi 
 Wife of Sri Dilip Choudhury 
 Assam State Electricity Board Office 
 Biswanath Chariali 
 Mouza - Biswanath 
 Dist – Sonitpur, Assam  ....... Proforma Defendant(s). 
          Opposite Party 
 
   This Suit is coming on for final hearing or having been heard on 

2nd day of May, 2015 in the presence of :   

 Mr. T. K. Moitra           Advocate(s)    Plaintiff(s) 
Advocate         Pleader(s)           Petitioner(s) 
 
Mr. P. K. Dutta      Advocate(s)         Defendant(s) 
Sr. Advocate        Pleader(s)      Opposite Party 
 
 
  And having stood for consideration to this day, the 18th June, 

2015, the Court delivered the following Judgment :-   

 

J   U  D  G    M   E  N   T 

 

  This is a suit for declaration, partition and separate possession.  

 

2.  The plaintiff’s case, inter-alia, in brief, is that Late Purna Kanta 

Sharma Bordololi was the owner and possessor of the suit land, described in the 

Schedule ‘A’, ‘B’  and ‘C’ of the plaint, who died on 16-03-1977. Late Purna Kanta 

Sarma Bordololi is the father of the plaintiff, father-in-law of the defendant No.1, 

grand father of defendant Nos. 2 and 3, father-in-law of proforma defendant 

No.1, grand father of proforma defendant No.2, father of proforma defendant 

No.3 and 5, father-in-law of proforma defendant No.4. The plaintiff pleaded that 
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he himself and his two brothers Bhaben Bordoloi and Khagen Bordoloi during 

their life time sold out the land, described in schedule ‘C’. That, on the death of 

said Purna Kanta Sharma Bordololi, his surviving three sons, named above, 

mutually divided the land, described in item No.1 to Schedule ‘A’ and schedule ‘B’ 

land on 14-03-1993 by way of a family arrangement, but later on, Khagen 

Bordoloi refused to abide by the said family arrangement and after his death, his 

wife defendant No.1 also refused to abide by the family arrangement. The 

plaintiff also pleaded that the schedule ‘B’ land of the plaint is owned by as many 

as 19 pattadars and the said land having not been partitioned amongst them, is 

presently not available for partition amongst the parties. The plaintiff further 

pleaded that the property left behind by deceased Purna Kanta Sharma Bordololi, 

described in schedule ‘A’ will be divided into six parts, one part going to the 

plaintiff, one part to defendant, as a group, one pat to proforma defendant Nos. 

1 and 2 as a group, and one part each to the proforma defendant Nos. 3,4 and 

5, but the proforma defendant Nos. 3,4 and 5 expressed their unwillingness to 

claim and take any property left behind by deceased Purna Kanta Sharma 

Bordololi. So, the property described in schedule ‘A’ is to be divided into three 

parts. One part of the plaintiff, defendant Nos. 1, 2 and 3 as a group and one 

part to proforma defendant Nos. 1 and 2. Hence, this suit.  

 

3.  The defendant Nos. 1,2 and 3 have contested the suit by filing 

written statement. In their written statement, it is stated, inter-alia, that the suit 

is not maintainable, no jurisdiction of this Court to entertain the suit, no cause of 

action for the suit, the suit is not properly valued and the suit is barred by 

Limitation. The defendants have denied the allegations made by the plaintiff in 

the plaint. The defendants contended that Bhaben Bordoloi and Khagen Bordoloi 

did not sell out the land described in schedule ‘C’ of the plaint. That, at the time 

of death, Purna Kanta Sarma Bordololi, had not left only the properties, 

described in schedule ‘A’ and ‘B’ of the plaint. The mutual partition dated 14-03-

1993 has no force at all in the eye of law and the same were never acted upon 

by the parties at any point of time. After the death of Purna Kanta Sarma 

Bordololi, the properties left by him, described in schedule ‘A’ and ‘B’ were jointly 

owned by the legal heirs.  
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4.  Proforma defendant Nos. 1 and 2 have filed separate written 

statement contesting the suit stating inter-alia, that there is no cause of action  ; 

that the suit is bad for misrepresentation of facts as well as for suppression of 

facts ; bad for joinder of parties. The proforma defendants have denied that the 

plaintiff and his two brothers i.e. the deceased husband of the proforma 

defendant No.1 and Khagen Bordoloi during their life time sold out the schedule 

‘C’ land. The schedule ‘B’ land being not partitioned, the same would not be a 

reason to be left out from the purview of the present suit. Hence, the proforma 

defendants praying for dismissal of the suit.  

 

5.  The defendants and proforma defendants filed additional written 

statements also.  

 

6.  Upon perusal of the pleadings of both parties, the following seven 

Issues are settled and Issue No.8 is settled, at the argument stage, as additional 

Issue :  

 

(1) Whether there is cause of action for the plaintiff to file the 

present suit ?  

(2) Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form ?  

(3) Whether this Court has jurisdiction to try the suit ?  

(4) Whether the suit is bad u/s 34 of the Specific Relief Act ?  

(5) Whether there exist any family arrangement relating to the 

suit property as alleged by the plaintiff ?  

(6) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to a decree for partition of 

the suit property ?  

(7) To what relief / reliefs the parties are entitled ?  

 

  Additional Issue 

 

   (8) Whether the suit is properly valued and proper court fee paid 

thereof ?  
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7.   During trial, plaintiff Kumud Bordoloi has submitted evidence in 

affidavit as PW-1. On the other hand, Smt. Depali Baruah Bordoloi has submitted 

evidence in affidavit as DW-1 and exhibited certain documents in support of their 

case.  

 

Discussions, Decision and reasons thereof :- 

 

8.  I have carefully perused the evidence, oral and documentary,  and 

the material available on the case record. Heard the augment advanced by the 

learned advocates for both sides.   

 

9.   ISSUE NO. 1 

   Whether there is a cause of action for the suit ? 

 

  Plaintiff Kumud Bordoloi pleaded that late Purna Kanta Sharma 

Bordololi left behind him the properties described in schedule ‘A’ , ‘B’ and ‘C’ and 

thereafter, the plaintiff and his two brothers, namely Bhaben Bordoloi and 

Khagen Bordoloi during their life time, sold out the land, described in schedule 

‘C’. According to plaintiff, on the death of Purna Kanta Sarma Bordololi, his 

surviving three sons, plaintiff himself, Bhaben Bordoloi and Khagen Bordoloi 

mutually divided the land, described in item No.1 of schedule ‘A’ and ‘B’ by way 

of a Memo. of family arrangement, dated 14-03-1993. On the other hand, the 

defendants have denied the aforesaid averments made by the plaintiff.  

   

  A case of action is a bundle of essential facts.  

 

  Here in the present suit, the plaintiff’s assertion of right over the 

schedule ‘A’ and schedule ‘B’ land by virtue of family arrangement, dated 14-03-

1993 and sold out of land, described in schedule ‘C’, the denial of the same by 

the defendants, arises a cause of action which requires judicial adjudication. 

Thus, it appears that there is a cause of action for the suit. Hence, this issue is 

decided in the affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff.  
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10.   ISSUE NO. 2 

   Whether the suit is maintainable?  

 

  This issue is raised by the defendant in their written statement. In 

the present suit, the defendant Nos.2 and 3, daughters of Khagen Bordoloi have 

been shown as minors, but the plaintiff has not made any application to be 

represented then by their natural guardian, which is the requirement of law as 

per Order 32 Rule 3 of CPC. The plaintiff in cross admitted that late Purna Kanta 

Sarma Bordoloi died leaving behind him three sons, mentioned above, and three 

daughters, but the plaintiff has failed to make the three daughters of late Purna 

Kanta Sarma Bordoloi as party in this suit. In this respect, the decision cited by 

the learned advocate for the defendant reported in AIR 1992 Punjab and 

Haryana 95, may be referred. Hence, this issue is decided in the negative.  

  

11.   ISSUE NO. 3 

   Whether this Court has jurisdiction to try the suit. ? 

 

  The defendants have taken the plea of jurisdictional bar to try the 

suit by this Court.  

 

  Section 9 of CPC provides, as follows – Courts to try all civil suits 

unless barred – The courts shall have jurisdiction to try all suits of a civil nature 

excepting the suits of which their cognizance is either expressly or impliedly 

barred.  

 

  In the instant suit, the defendants have failed to show any reason 

as to why and how this Court has no jurisdiction to try the suit. On the other 

hand, from the pleading of the plaintiff, it is seen that this is a suit for 

declaration, partition and separate possession. Thus, it is found that this is a suit 

of civil nature having jurisdiction of this Court to try the suit. Hence, this issue is 

decided in the negative and against the defendants.   
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12.   ISSUE NO. 4 

   Whether the suit is bad under Section 34 of Specific Relief Act ? 

 

  This issue is raised by the defendants. Section 34 of the Specific 

Relief Act, deals with declaratory suits. Upon perusal of the plaint of the plaintiff, 

it is seen that this is a suit for declaration, partition and separate possession, 

which is covered u/s 34 of the Specific Relief Act. Therefore, the suit is not bad 

u/s 34 of the Specific Relief Act. Hence, this issue is decided in the negative.  

 

13.   ISSUE NO. 5 & 6 

 

(5)  Whether there exist any family arrangement relating to the suit 

property as alleged by the plaintiff ?  

(6)  Whether the plaintiff is entitled to a decree for partition of the suit 

property ? --- are the core issues to be decided in this suit. 

 

  Both the two issues are co-rated and as such, for convenience, 

taken together for discussion.  

 

  The plaintiff Kumud Bordoloi as PW-1 deposed that on the death 

of Purna Kanta Sarma Bordololi his three surviving sons, namely, the plaintiff 

himself, Bhaben Bordoloi and Khagen Bordoloi mutually divided the land, 

described in item No.1 of schedule ‘A’ and schedule ‘B’, among them by way of a 

family arrangement dated 14-03-1993. PW-1 further stated that Khagen Bordoloi 

later on refused to abide by the said family arrangement, and after his death, his 

wife (defendant No.1) has also refused to comply with the said family 

arrangement and as such, could not be given effect to the said family 

arrangement.   The plaintiff also deposed that the plaintiff and his two brothers, 

namely, Bhaben Bordoloi and Khagen Bordoloi during their life time, sold out the 

land described in the schedule ‘C’ of the plaint. The plaintiff further stated that 

the land described in schedule ‘B’ is owned by as many as 19 pattadars besides 

the parties of this suit and the said land having not yet been partitioned among 

them, is presently not available for partition among the parties hereto and as 

such, has been left out from the purview of this case.  
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   The plaintiff has also failed to prove this fact of selling out the ‘C’ 

schedule land by adducing any oral or any documentary evidence. On the 

contrary, the defendants have denied the fact of selling out of ‘C’ schedule land 

by the plaintiff and his two brothers, above named. The plaintiff has also failed 

to prove the fact of drawing up a Memorandum of Family Arrangement, dated 

14-03-1993 by producing evidence, oral or documentary. On the other hand, the 

defendants have contended that the plaintiff, Bhaben Bordoloi and Khagen 

Bordoloi alone had no right or any authority whatsoever to divide the land by 

way of the alleged family settlement made on 14-03-1993. The defendants also 

added that there are other co-sharers in respect of the said land, who never 

surrendered their right in any property left by their deceased father. The family 

arrangement dated 14-03-1993 was never acted upon at any point of time.  

   

  That apart, PW-1, during cross-examination, admitted that he 

could not exhibit any document in connection with this case. He has not filed any 

application for appointment of guardian for the defendant Nos. 2 and 3 as both 

are minors.  

 

  He has only sought for partition of the land mentioned in schedule 

‘A’. He cannot say the area of the land and Dag and Patta number of the land, 

situated at Kochgaon under Sakamatha Mouza. The Patta number of land 

situated at Haldibari is 187. They have 6 bighas of land in that place. He also 

admitted that he has not submitted any revenue paying receipts in respect of the 

suit land.  

 

   He further stated that the entire ancestral land was mutually 

partitioned among the brothers, during the life time of his mother to which the 

sisters did not take shares. The said partition document has not been filed in the 

suit.  

 

  Learned Senior counsel for the defendants submits that in a civil 

suit, the burden of proving is on the plaintiff to make out his title and entitlement 

to possession. He cannot succeed on any alleged weakness in the title or 
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possession of the defendant. In support of his contention, learned advocate has 

placed reliance upon the following decisions :  

 

   (i)   AIR 2009 SC 2966 and  

(II) AIR 1999 (3) GLT 170.  

 

   I have carefully perused the said decisions. 

  

  From the reliefs prayer portion of the plaint, it appears that the 

plaintiff has not made prayer for partition of the suit properties in favour of the 

proforma defendant Nos. 3, 4 and 5 where proforma defendant Nos. 3 and 5 are 

the daughters of late Purna Kanta Sarma Bordololi, original owner of the suit 

properties and proforma defendant No.4 is daughter-in-law of late Purna Kanta 

Sarma Bordololi. The plaintiff has not sought for partition in respect of their 

residential houses also. The plaintiff has shown in the plaint about ‘B’ schedule 

and ‘C’ schedule land left by late Purna Kanta Sarma Bordololi, but has not 

sought for partition of that land.  

 

  From the evidence discussed herein above, it is seen that the 

plaintiff has failed to show the existence of any family arrangement relating to 

the suit property, selling out of the ‘B’ schedule land during life time of his two 

brothers, namely, Bhaben Bordoloi and Khagen Bordoloi and to include all the 

properties left behind by late Purna Kanta Sarma Bordoli to partition among all 

his legal heirs. Hence, both the issues are decided in the negative and against 

the plaintiff.  

 

14.  ISSUE NO. 7 

 

(7) To what relief / reliefs the parties are entitled ?  

 

  In view of the discussions and decision in Issue Nos. 5 and 6, this 

issue is decided accordingly.  
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15.  ADDITIONAL ISSUE NO. 8 

 

  (8)  Whether the suit is properly valued and proper court fee paid 

thereof ?  

  The plaintiff initially has not properly valued the suit and also did 

not pay proper court fee, but subsequently, the plaintiff has deposited the proper 

court fee as per the share claimed by him. Hence, this issue is decided in favour 

of the plaintiff.  

O R D E R 

 

16.   In the result, the plaintiff’s suit is dismissed, on contest, without 

cost.  

Prepare the decree accordingly.  

 

The suit is disposed of, on contest. 

  

              Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this day, the 18th 

day of June, 2015.  

 

 

      
Dictated and corrected by me. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Dictation taken and  
transcribed be me : 
 
        
(J. K Muru) 
Steno.    **** 

 

( P.C. Kalita ) 
Civil Judge 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 

(P.C. Kalita ) 
Civil Judge 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 


